A NETLIFY SHOW & TELL

PHIL HAWKSWORTH
Build, deploy, and manage modern web projects

Get an all-in-one workflow that combines global deployment, continuous integration, and HTTPS. And that’s just the beginning.

Get started for free

Deploy your site in seconds*

1. Connect your repository

GitHub

2. Add your build settings

Branch: master

3. Deploy your website

2:30:40 PM git clone git@gitlab.com
2:30:40 PM Preparing Git Repo
2:30:40 PM Starting to deploy
A LOOSE AGENDA

1. Netlify in a Nutshell
2. The Easiest Deploy (Drag and Drop)
3. The Most Powerful Deploy (Linking a Git Repo)
4. A Quick Tour - Overview & Settings
5. Using Forms
6. Serverless with Netlify Functions
7. Putting Things Together
8. A/B Testing
1. NETLIFY IN A NUTSHELL
GET TO THE CDN
jamstack

JAVASCRIPT / API / MARKUP
2. THE EASIEST DEPLOY
3. THE MOST POWERFUL DEPLOY
(LINKING A GIT REPO)

ELEVENTYONE
4. A QUICK TOUR

GIT CONNECTION
BUILD COMMAND
BRANCHES
ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES
BUILD HOOKS
NOTIFICATIONS
HTTPS
DEPLOY LOGS
PUBLISHING VERSIONS
cheeky bonus

BRANCH BUILDS

JAMSTACK COMMENTS - TINT
cheeky bonus

PREVIEW BUILDS

JAMSTACK COMMENTS - SMASHING COMMENTS
5. USING FORMS

JAMSTACK COMMENT
FORM HTML / ADMIN UI / API / GULP
6. SERVERLESS WITH NETLIFY FUNCTIONS
7. PUTTING THINGS TOGETHER

COMMENTS WALKTHROUGH
8. A/B TESTING

TEST THE COMMENTS TINT
cheeky bonus

DEPLOY BUTTONS
THANKS
QUESTIONS?

@PHILHAWKSWORTH